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to summarize our agenda in one sentence: we’ve tried to make every
type of envelope available to all users. to make that possible, we

merged all envelope types into a common synth. this way, users can
achieve their envelope goals using a single type of envelope. in the
future, more envelope types may be added by us, but we’ll see if we
can make them available to the end users for free. elixir 2 is more

than a simple increment, it’s a breath of fresh air. a breath of fresh air
that improves everything. now, you can more easily create new and
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interesting sounds. you can easily compose new and varied ideas.
now, you can create more complex and intricate sequences, in

particular, the ones that combine phase and/or duty-cycle-based
modulation. in total, this synthesizer has improved the whole lot, and

it’s for you to imagine that the majority of the features have been
improved. one of the major improvements of elixir 2 compared to the
original is the improved virtual patch memory. these patches are so
much easier to remember, and they are much more expressive to
program and use. virtual patch memory has no set size limit, while

the original could only use 64-k patches. you can also use other types
of memory, but these are much more limited. elixir 2 also added an
expressive parameter knobs system. for instance, the envelopes of

each voice can now have their own knobs to control them. each voice
also has dedicated knobs for each of the filters. this new system will
guarantee users have a better control of their sound and easier to

compose their ideas.
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